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Commullity responds 
to Bundy .mur~er trial 
by Kathleen Foronda 
staff wlrter 
The Third Judicial Circuit Public 
Defender's Office commisioned two 
UCF professors to conduct a survey of 
community knowledge and attitudes 
about Theodore Bundy and the Kim-
berly Leach case. 
Dr. Phillip Taylor and Dr. Raymond 
W. Buchanan supervised six graduate 
and undergraduate students for 
telephone interviews during the 
evenings of Dec. 1 7, 18, and 19 0f last 
year. 
According to Taylor, the case survey 
of Orange County registered voters 
was recorded without bias from the 
authors'. Taylor indicated Bundy's 
defense lawyers planned to use_ the 
results to support their contention that 
_.....Bundy cannot receive a fair trial in 
Orlando. 
OF THE 331 voters who responded, 
323 persons agreed to complete the in-
terviews, according to the survey. As a 
sainple group, statistics gathered from 
their responses have an estimated 
margin~ of error of 5-6 percent, said 
Taylor. 
Responses were made from a survey 
questionnaire which also helped 
determine the publfc's level of_ ~-x-
posure to news media. Seventy-two 
percent of those interviewed read the 
Sentinel Star five or more times per 
week, while 85 percent of · those 
questioned watched television news 
five or more times per week. 
Bundy's name was recognized by 98 
percent' of the respondents, with 84 
percent of the people citing at least one 
item of related information. 
Eighty-four of i49 persons said 
Bundy's murder conviction in the Chi 
Omega case did not necessarily mean 
he was guilty of another murder. 
OF THOSE respondents who an-
swered a hypothetical question con-
concerning the link between a prior mur-
de_r co-nvictiop and anoth~r murder, 
only 15 percent said the prior convic-
tion would be a strong indication of 
guilt. 
There were 318 respondents to the 
question: "Are you aware of any up-
coming proceedings against Ted Bun-
dy?" and 63 percent said they were 
aware of upcoming proceedings. 
On a scale from 0 to I 0, respondents 
were asked to state the probability that 
Bun-dy was involved in the Leach case, 
the _murder of a 12 year-old girl. The 
median resulted in nine out of I 0 
Bundy survey, page 7 
Brt.n uPeter/Future 
In still repose, UCF student Scott lngalsbee sits in meelitanon outside 
the Education Building · ' 
-Congressman Kelly conducts UCF 'town m_e_ ting' 
by Doug Marks . graauate James L. Soukup, ancIDr. Alan G. Fickett of the UCF President's office. 
ataffwrtter · Kelly opened his speech with a defense of the major oil companies. He said as a 
Congressman Richard Kelly spoke and fielded questions from students Monday part of the free enterprise system oil companies have the right to "charge·what the 
in the Village Center Multipurpose room at UCF "town meeting." traffic will bea),'.," and do whatever they like with .their profits. He pointed out the 
The Newport Richey Republican, 5th District, spoke to 30 students and 100 em- U.S. government has sold "old oil" from its reserves for over $40 a barrel. 
pty seats on inflation and national defense policy. Kelly is a member of the House THE FORMER marine· blamed inflation on practices of the governmen~ and 
Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, and the Agriculture Commit- organized labor. "Inflation is caused by the government printing worthless 
tee. money." He said if there were only a hundred dollars in the U.S., then each dollar 
The town meeting was set up with the help of Kelly's special assistant, UCF would be wo-rth -one-hundredth onhe value of tlie nation's assets. If the ·govern-
·- - --- ·-- - - - - ---,- --- ment'.oubles the numbers of dollars in circulation, he explained, then each one is 
worth half as much. 
Attacking organized labor, he said that management has_ been forced to "cave 
in" to "artificially inflated" demands by unions. He said the unionized auto 
workers are much more highly paid than Japanese. factory workers, yet are a third 
· less productive. 
Kelly said social welfare funds should be pared to a minimum, explaining that 
welfare checks and food stamps shQuld only be given to the very young, the very 
old, the sick and the disabled. "Welfare saps the vitality of the American worker," 
he said. Kelly indicted the Congress, saying its motivation to help organized 
groups is based upon a desire to get re-elected and results in deficit spending. 
HE SAID the U. S. should discontinue "wasteful spending" and pit more 
money into armaments and technological.expansion. 
Kelly called for reinstatement of the draft for every able-bodied male and spoke 
out strongly against American foreign policy. 
He decried the "giving away" of the Panama Canal and the abandonment of 
Taiwan. Because of the Iranian crisis, he · said, "our government has lost 
credibility." He believes this has encouraged the Russians to inyade Afghanistan. 
"A show of force was and is required," he said, adding that the U.S. could have, 
and still can, shut Iran down totally. 
HE SAID he also believes that Cuba can be "shut down also" with a minimum 
of effort. "There can be no peace without warriors," he said. 
Congressman Kelly empha~izes conservative answers to politicial 
problems 
He feels that the U.S. should continue stockpiling neutron bombs, cruise missiles, 
and B-1 bombe,rs and similar weapons designed for wholesale population an-
hiliation, . 
Kelly said armaments expansion could be economical if the U. S. Congr~ss 




Torchy Clark celebrates his 200th win as 
UCF basketball coach. See page 14 for a· 
feature article. 
Homecoming 1980 
Thirty-~ight candidates are vying for this 
year's homecoming title~. See the king 
and queen contfnders on pqges 12 and 13. 
Leisure lessons 
Want to learn a Polynesian dance? 
Perhaps you'd prefer flying. VC leisure 
classes will introduce you to these and 
other activities. See page 10. 
Page 2, - Future-Ja11uary 18, 1980 
UCF Newstrouts. 
Council preserves parade 
for UCF's Homecoming 
The Orlando City Council saved UCF's downtown Homecoming parade Mon-
day, ~hen they voted to pay a $502 police fee for the Homecoming committee. 
Homecoming Chairman Kim Albritton said the committee was told they had to 
pay a $50 appl~cation fee for the parade when they approached the council three 
weeks ago. No mention of the $500 fee was made at that time, Albritton said. 
A lieutenant in the Orlando Police Department called Albritton last week to tell 
the committee its $600-700 registration fee was due, Albritton said. Since the 
committee could not afford the ~pplication fee, which was donated by one city 
councilman; Albritton said they "certainly couldn't afford to pay $700." The 
lieutenant called her back later that day to give her the $500 price, according to 
Albritton. 
Councilman Shelton Adams moved that the city c;o-sponsor the parade. But 
Orlando mayor Carl Langford said in the past the city has paid the fees rather 
than 'take on the responsibilities of co-sponsoring it. 
Adams moved to pay the fees, and the council approved the proposal 3-2. . 
Enllish -Department to hold 
writing labs for all ,students 
- The departme~t of English is once again spol)soring a writing lab for students 
who have questions about organizing and preparing papers in any university cour• 
se. 
The lab does not con.flict with the services offered by the Developmental Center. 
The writing lab, as found on many major university campuses, a~sists students with 
organizing and revising specific writing assignments, whether 'these be research 
papers, critical analyses, or reports and essays in any area. The graduate students 
staffing the lab will attempt to clarify students' problems and respond to their 
needs. ~ 
' Students interested in using the lab should sign up for an appointment in the 
English Department office, FA 432, preferably 24 .. hours in advance. The lab, FA · 
439, will be open approximately 18 hours per week. Students may. return for as 
many conferences as they require, though those enrolled in composition courses 
ENC 1103 are expected to consult their own instructors. Questions about the 
program may be directed to Dr. Gerald Schiffhorst, coordinator of freshman com-
position. -... 
Comic opera to appear 
at Bo·b Carr Auditorium 
A comic opera, Gaeteno Donizetti's "Don Pasquale" will be presented by a star-
- studded cast Feb. 1 at 8 p.m. and Feb. 2 at 2 p.m. in Orlando's Bob Carr 
Auditorium. 
Tickets, which will range in price from $6 to $18 with discounts available for 
students, can be obtained through the Orlando Opera Company at Box 6545, 
Orlando, 32833 or 423-9527. After Jan. 19, tickets will be at the major ticket 
agencies. 
-PARTICIPATE WITH THE SENATE 
S£NATE MEETINGS 
will be held on Tuesdays 
from 3:30 to ·5:30p.m. ·in ENG. 360 
EVERYONE IS WELCOME TO ATTEND! 
Southe·rn P.hoto. 
.Pf!~to .Sup.plies, · 
~C~mera, . • Strob~s-: ~ ?·F-rames •.-·tlatts , ' 1 
·Portraits 
Weddings-• -i>asspO"i-t~ -& 1~·1>.'s 
.STUDENT 'Ope_ti: M_~m-- -s~t9-6 .. s184 i::: cc>Ionial 
1QISCOUNTS. _FJi: till~ 1 , jHerndon ~1.aza 
l:-::::::::!!!::=~~~~S=u=n~-~=~~y·~-l-~,5~·-~-· ==~':89=· ·6:_~~~=7~=4=~===-====~ 
Who's Hughes? 
first to develop a synchronous-orbit satellite, Syncom, 
initiating the whole era of space communications. 
First in high-technology electronics. 
Your first employer after graduation, perhaps! Before 
graduation, ask your placement office when Hughes 
Aircraft Company's recruiters will be on campus. 
:• -.;,.... r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..., 
J I I 
l HUGHES i 
I I 
L-----------------~J 
Creating a new world wirh electronics 
AN-EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F 
Legislative program 
accepting applications, 
Rep. Richard Hodes, Chairman of the House of Representatives Inter~ Commit-
tee, has announced the House Legislative Intern Program for 1980-81 is now ac-
cepting applications. The deadline for applying for the Legislative ~ntern 
program is March 15, 1980. 
Nineteen applicants will be selected in May of 1980 by the Committee and will 
serve as legislative interns in Tallahassee for a year's time--September 1, 1980 to · 
August, 31, 1981. They will serve as staff research as~is~ants in standing House 
Committees in Tallahassee and attend a state university.. · 
Interns receive a stipend of $500 a month and partial fee waivers up to twelve 
hours per quarter for the year's internship period. They will attend Florida State 
University for at least four hours for three quarters. For those students not . atten-
ding Florida State University, arrangements can be made to attend other state 
universities with those students who are involved in master's or doctoral studies. 
Any person who has. graduate, will graduate. by August of 1980, is in graduate 
- school in Florida, or is a Florida resident attending school out-of-state is eligible to 
apply. There is no age limitation or restriction of field of study. 
.Brochures describing the program and applications can be obtained by contac-
ting: 
Dr. Robert Hicks 
UCF 275-9101 
_ or by wr.iting House Legislative Intern Committee, 422, Capitol, Tallahassee, 
Florida, 32304. 
Art masterpie~e program 
shoWn in Winter Park 
Masterpieces in leaded windows by Louis Comfort Tiffany, are being featured 
during January andFebruary in the Morse Gallery of Art. 
The exhibit is entitled "Gocdbye for A While" because the Tiffany windows will 
be taken away for many months on loan to the new $6.5 million Corning Museum 
of Glass in Corning, N. Y. · 
Corning is borrowing more than 100 pieces of Tiffany's works including win-
dows, blown glass, pottery and enamels from the Morse Galery. 
-The.traveling Tiffany Exhibit will be gone tor at least six months. This exhibit 
will give visitors a chance to see these particular works for .the last time during the 
coming year. . 
The Morse Gallery of Art is located at 133 E. Welbourne Ave. in downtown 
Winter Park and is open Tuesday through Saturday 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. and S1:ffi-
day 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Admission is $1 for adults. 
Club to sponsor da"ce 
for heart association . ' ' 
If you enjoy good music, good fun, and fa~tastic door prizes then you won·t 
· want to miss "In the Heart of the Night." 
This fund-raising dance is sponsored by the Marketing Club in cooperation with 
Park Avenue discotheque. "In the Heart of the Night". is scheduled for Feb. 10 
from 8 p.m. to 2 a.m. A percentage of the proceeds are being donated to the 
American Heart Association. 
A number of door prizes will be given away at the door and during the dance. 
Some of the prizes include a pair of skis, dinners for two, and discounts at many 
stores. 
Tickets are only $2 and will be available at various locations on campus begin-
ning Jan. 21. Dress for the dance is informal and you must be 18 or older to attend. 
For more information, call the UCF Marketing Office at 275-2108. 
NEED CAR 
INSURANCE? 
Here· are 5 goOd reasons why 
you should call Criterion: 
1 CONVENIENt PAYMENT Pl.ANS Criterion has several plans to 
make it easier to pay for ~ur car 
insurance. 
2 RAIBS~SEDONYOUR DRIVING RECORD 
Your rates will be determined on 
an individual basis including your 
driving record 
3 COUNFRYWIDE ClAIM SERVICE With a network of 2,500 claim 
representatives throughout the 
U.S. and Canada, ~u,re protected 
wherever ~u drive. 
Al MONEY SAVING DEDUCTIBLES 
~ Criterion offers several higher 
deductibles which can save ~u 
money on Comprehensive and 
Collision coverage. 
5 DEPENDABLE PROIBCTION Criterion is a financially strong 
company which has specialized in 
auto insurance since 1961. 
CALL TODAY 
Call 645-1488 
· Jim Richardson 
3131 Corrine Drive., Orlando, Fla. 
Criterion . Insurance Conipany 
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Small balsa bridges compete tor big titles 
by Carol Arnold _ · 
staff writer 
What is only six inches high, four in-
ches wide, 18 inches long, very light 
yet is capable of supporting up to 162 
lbs? . 
problem statement will be printed up 
and available next week for those 
interested in competing. · 
Walker has what he believes to be 
some innovative plans for the contest. 
"I think I Gan make it more interesting. 
It won't be so difficult that they can't 
enter, bur it's going to be a little 
The answer is a miniature balsa-
wood bridge. The bridge was part of 
the competition featured at last_year's 
annual Engineering Fair. 
Steve Walker, now a UCF senior, 
won last year's contest, and later went 
on to the regional competition. When 
he won, he thought he had gone as far 
as he could go. Jokingly, he told a 
professor "Bring on the nationals," 
when there was no such thing. 
~ broader than last year's contest, with 
the emphasis on them giving the drive 
to learn more about it," said Walker. 
A few weeks later Walker heard 
there was to be a national competition · 
after all, and was asked to represent 
UCF. So Walker phoned his father in 
New Orleans · and said 'Tm gonna 
blow them away," said Walker. 
"I had looked at it as coµ-ipetition. 
Here was UCF against Penn. State, 
Georgia Tech. , the whole world really. 
We're now number one in basketball, 
but we weren't number one in 
anything at the time. So I said to a \ 
sports writer I know~ Tm gonna win 
nationals. Something local is going to 
whip all of them," said Walker. 
And win he did. 
Steve Walker has now been asked to 
write the problem statement for this 
year's UCF contest. This year's fair 
will be held Feb. 19 and 20. The 
The balsa wood strips used to con-
struct the bridges will be found and 
purchased by the students themselves. 
The bridges will be limited to a one 
ounce maximum weight. A tenta_tive 
prize for the first place winner has 
been set at $75 and second place at 
$25. 
Wall<er said he had his first ·design 
class two years ago. "The tools I used 
to win were from those classes, but the 
process that I used to come to the 
solution-the bridge in this case-was my 
own invention," Walker said. "The 
combining of all the elements is 
something that you just don't get in 
Steve Walker and his prize winning bridge. 
photo by John Moody 
class. I have learned more in this con-
test dran I have in any class I've had at 
Debators smOoth-talking 
way aroUnd. competitOrS 
by Carol Arnold 
U CF. ' ' •taff writer 
Walker has a bold attitude toward Not losing a single debate, the UCF 
competition. "You have to have a cer- debate team of Barry Ragsdale and · 
tain cockiness about anything corn- Richard Milliam won fhe DSR-TKA 
petitive. If you get beat, what the he~l. Regional Tournament last weekend. 
That's the way I look at it. I'll stick my Ragsd.~le ~as named best d:bater at 
neck out just to find out where I'm the . Um:e~sity of Ala~ama s event 
wrong. No gamble, no glory, right? while Milham placed thJTd. The duo 
Alabama, Auburn, Samford, Vander-
bilt, University of Mississippi, and 
Sexton Hall. 
Earlier this month, the sophrnore 
team of Mike Buchanan and Rick 
Milliam attended another tournament, 
again finishing well. 
beat out teams from the University of 
Model senators receive funding; · At the FSU campus, the two young debators fulfilled team tradition by 
placing fifth among 53 teams, accor-
ding to debate coach Ji:-ff Butler. Mueller resigns front UCF senate "This victory is really special to us 
because it shows that we have two 
young, but really talented debaters at 
our school," said Butler. 
by Diane Taylor · _ : · body." · 
stattwrlter In an effort to unify the senate into a working body, 
The Student Senate approved the U. S. National Model , Senate Pro tern Michelle Tharp made a plea for support in 
Senate bill, Tuesday. The bill enables a delegation of 12 the formation of senate goals and objectives. The serv:ices 
students from UCF to atend the annual event held Feb. 21 - committee held a "gripe session" and came up with five UCF also hosted a debate tour-
24 at Stetson University. major student complaints and possible solutions to them, she nament over the holidays in -which 
There was some debate on funding for meals by Sen. Doug said. A meeting, open to the public, was held Thursday at 3 teams from all over the country par-
Whit-e and Sen. Marv Thoma~, but the bill passed unamen- p.rn. in the Student Organfzatiorts _Lounge to discuss and ticipated. 
ded, providing $624 for the function . formulate various senate goals and review the five problem The debate was won by Wayne State 
Students attending the Model Senate will be chosen for areas. . University. Second place went to 
their qualifications, and anyone may apply, according to Student Body President Armando Payas attended the Louisville, Butler said. Other teams 
Sen. Marcus Carchena. Senate meeting and encouraged the Senate to forget the past ... that attended include students from the 
The senate meeting began with the resignation of Sen. an.~ wo~k for t~e future . ,, . university of Alabama, Auqurn, 
Kenneth Mueller, from the College of Business Ad- ~~n t be d1~c?uraged, s~1d Payas. "Student Governem- Baylor, Illino_is State, Seton Hall, Ten-
rninistration. ent ism a transitional stage nght now. nessee Vanderbilt and Wake Forest. 
Mueller said that he had "mixed feelings and emoti_ons "When we began in the fall, I thought we had the best ' · ' · 
about the senate," that he respectd many of the senators but group of representatives ever, and I still do." "This tournament is one of the.few 
was dissatisfied with others. / Other senate action inclyded passage of a Finance Code things that brings. students from . 
He also stated that "the C&O (Clubs and Organizations) amendment and a approval of this yea_t='s Rules and 
Committee typified the lack of concern toward the student Procedures. Debators, page 7 
Survey:Would yOu take uo arms against USSR or lfan? 
by Fred Lee mil~tary .conflict ~ith Iran or the 'Tve got a wife and a baby," explained during Vietnam, I would have served 
•t•ffwrlter Soviet Umon. . , . . Stan Allen, a sophrnore in business then, too," stated Todd Bowers, a 
!n a poll of 50 f!CF student~, 29 Mo~t s~ud~nts didn t feel the sacnf_ce administration. "It's more important graduate student in business ad-
said they would avoid the d~aft_ if the of their hves would be worth any gams for my little girl t0 have a Dad than for ministration. 
United States became involved in a America might make from the war. me to fight. Plus, I don't think what Leo Lachet, a junior business rp.ajor 
they're doing over there is any reason said, "If you wait until they get to our 
_ to fight." shores, it's too late." 
Others don't think it will be Bill Irwin, a junior in computer 
necessary to use ground troops in a science said he wouldn't join, but if 
war. "I've got a better chance over drafted would "serve my country." 
here pushing buttons with nuclear Robert Rech had the same idea . . "I 
warfare than over there with a gun," , wouldn't want to get involved in 
said a computer science major who another Vietnam, but if it was an our 
wished to remain unidentifi~d. "I and out war, I'd go," said the junior 
could serve my country better men- business major. "I'd have-to see the 
tally than to go over there and fight. issues, but more than likely I would be 
I'd be better ·designing weapons than willing to stand behind us." 
using them." Some students opposed the whole 
Gil Ziffer, a senoir communications idea of war. "My life is too precious to 
major agreed. "I don't think a war me. It hasn't been that good, but it's 
with hand-to-hand combat would be all I have," sighed a marketing major 
necessary." who wished to remain anonymous: 
Of the students who said they would Jeff Lehman, a graduate student in 
serve, most would prefer not to be in business felt a war would interfere 
combat. 'Tm an engineer, and if I with his future plans. "I would sup-
could get a job that didn't involve port the United States by attacking the 
fighting, I would go into the service," Soviets verbally from my desk in law 
said Dave Gammon. school, but when it comes to fighting in 
Several' . students cited mostly Iran, I would rather. engage in 
patriotic reasons . "I think it's my duty something constructive like reading 
as an Ameri~an . If I had gotten drafted the Harvard Lampoon." 
· JournaHsts hold 
seminar for jobs 
Sigma Del ta Chi, the · Society of 
Professional Journalists, is sponsoring 
a seminar titled "How to Get a Job in 
the Media" Feb. 5 at 7 p.m. 
The seminar will include speakers 
from areas of photography print and 
broadcast. Graduates now wor~ing in 
these areas are exp_ected to be present. · 
Subjects will range from how to I 
write your resume to how t~ prepare 
for a job interview. ,, 
The location will be announced at a 
later date. For more information con-
tact Aralynn Abare at 27 5-268 l. The 
seminar will be discussed more at the 
organization's meeting at 4 p.m. Jan. 
22 in HF A 205. 
Associati-on sponsors 
Honey Queen Contest 
Each :r.ear the Central Florida 
Beekeepers Association sponsors a 
Honey Queen Contest for the purpose 
of promoting honey as a wholesome 
., food. The winning candidate represen-
ts Central Florida Beekeepers 
Association at fairs, civic events and 
parades. 
/ 
If you are interested in the event, are 
single and 1 7 years of age on or before 
July I, 1979 and no older than ~O 
years on the same date, contact Mrs ... 
Charlotte Randall, Umatilla, (904) 
~69-2441; Patty Wall, Orlando, (305) 
857-3537; Mrs. Hank Will, Winter 
Park (305) 647-7974. 
The Central Floriga Honey Queen 
has the opportunity to participate in 
the Florida and American Honey 
Queen Contest. The interviews begin 
Feb. 3. 
WE ARE NOW BUYING 
Coins - Stamps - Go.Id -
Silver - Jewelry - Paper 
Money - Class Rings 
$ immediate c~sh $ 
ORLANDO COINS & STAMPS 
9804 East Colonial Drive 
Union Park, Florida 
PHONE 275-7300 
Visa/ MasterCharge Accepted 
Also Lay-A-Way 
WE Have a good supply of Coin and 
Stamp Supples. 
Variety of COLLECTOR PLATES 
OPEN 10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK! 
·ee.st ~~rt:h. erii S~YI~ 
Subs & Chef Salad 
• .. '" i;. 
. . . 
Across from UCF · 
-Pti; 2·11=:a~se~·l 
HRS. MQ~ . ~fRI · (~:). ~·l 
SAT. ·to-to ~UN .. .tkii 
Future 
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f~rm organization . 
The Communicative Disorders 
Department is sponsoring a local chap-
ter of the National Student Speech and 
Hearing Association. · 
The association will help students 
get involved . in the area I of com-
municative disorders. It will also offen 
a pre-professional look at ~areers in the 
field. It is open to all communicative 
disorders majors. For information• 
please contact Jerry Buckman in GCB 
117, or call 275-2121. 
tl'S A NEW \{!NO oi:: ''PoP''PS'iOiOLOGY! 
ALLE.v1A1'10N or:: SENSoR)' Pfc.l)uA~1nES 
- o~, A.CR,oN'/M\ZAu.:y S~eA~1"1t.:i, 
ASP TRMNIN~.' 
by the Florida Fed~ration of Music 
Clubs and the Clara Wells Piano Com- · 
petition. · 
· Higgins, currently a member of the 
Florida Symphony Orchestra and a 
private teacher, is a graduate of In-
diana State and Ball State universities. 
Katie Nicklin is a graduate of UCF and 
presently is an adjunct instructor at 
Valencia Community College. 
Tickets f<;>r the afternoon perfor-
mance will be available at the door for 
$2. All proceeds will go toward the 
UCF Music Scholarship Fund. 
4 
ASP, IW~~ 
S 11 OLl L-'O BE AN ~s 11 I N 
OF T"tA\ ''P'' / 
diagnostic tests in speech and 
language. The workshop· is scheduled 
for Jan. 23 from ·9 to l l a.m. in ED 
140-142. 
Interested persons can contact Jerry 
Buckman, clinic coordinator in the 
Communicative Disorders clinic, GCB 
11 7, or call 2 7 5-2121. 
Seminole residents 
. to hold transit meeting 
·Series to feature 
three musicians 
Lessons to be offered 
~Y UCF Karate club 
Tae kwon do karate and its ap-
plications in street defense will be of-
fered Mondays from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
and Thursdays from 7 to 9 p.m. in the 
Multipurpose room. 
A Seminole County Transit meeting 
-will be held on Jan. 24 at 1 p.m. in the 
Florida Federal Bank building at the 
corner of SR 434 and SR 436. 
The meeting is for all interested 
Seminole County residents to discuss 
mass transit. · 
' 
Three young women will be featured 
in the UCF Faculty Artist series at 3:30 
p.m. jan. 27 in the univ~rsity ' s m.usic 
rehearsal hall. 
Vicki Schultz, adjunct instructor of 
piano at UCF, will be assisted by ceHist 
Brenda Higgins and flutist Katie 
Nicklin in a program of works by 
Quantz, Loeillet, Haydn, and Martinu. 
A graduate of the Kansas City Con-
ser,vatory of Music and Drake Univer-
sity, Schultz has participated in the 
Young Artist Competition sponsored 
help warited 
The cost is $15 a month and the 
lessons are offered by the UCF Karate 
Club. For more information call 282-
1756. 
Workshop to give tests 
in speech and language 
The Co~municative -Oiso~ders 
Department will be holding a 





now in rehearsal 
The UCF University Theatre is 
now in rehersals for the season's 
se.cond production, "Gaslight," which 
will open for three nights, Feb. 7-9. · 
For ticket information, . contact the 
University Theatre box office, at 275-
2861. UCF students are admitted 
without charge with their student ID. 
for sale 
I am expanding my business In this area and I need · Wanted: A maximum of 5 foot 3 inch refrigerator vw Superbettle 1973. Very good cond. 4 speed. 
200 ambitious people to work with me. No exp. for on-campus use~ Phone 275-4563. Ask for $1800. 647-6310. 
necessary. Will train. Send resume to 6613 Mike or Neil. 
Precourt Drive. Orlando 32809 or call 855-9078 · t-----------------4 FOR SALE: .Dlnino room suite. 42 inch round table 
-fir appt. • · ) • 
All interested students: high paying part-time 
jobs on campus . . • you set the hours. Write 
Collegiate Press, Box 556, Belleville, Ml 48111 
• now. No obligation. 
YOU SPEND MONEY IN YOUR SPARE TIME . 
Why not make some too? If you have 6-8 hours a 
week 1o spare, local Amway distributorship offers 
opportunity for good earnings. Phone .Sandy at 
275-5196 for appointment. 
Wanted-students to work as personal attendants' 
for male handicapped student beginning Spring 
Quarter, 1980. WILL TRAIN. Paid, part-time. Ph. 
275-2371, Special Services. 
lost&found 
LOST Motorcycle warm-up suit, blue wired and 
white stripes. Lost at Alafaya Trail & Univ. Blvd. 
Mon at 5 p.m. Call Monty at 298-1282. 
Lost: Man's gold wedding band. Reward offered. 
Call 275-5307. Ask for Robin. 
Ca rp00 with 1 leaf. Antique white, yellow trim, fruitwood . 
top. Four cane back chairs with gold velvet seats. 
Carpool Melbourne Tues. 10-9, Thurs 10-1. Call Matching china cabinet. Custoig made leather pad 
259-3773. ··for table. Like new. $650. 834-0052. 
Carpool from Brevard MWF. 8-12. 632-2741. 
50¢ 
Will share driving and/or expenses from Titusville. 
8-2 Mon. Wed. Fri. Call Patty 267-6555. 
• Ride needed to and from Hastings & Pine Hills or 
the bus stop at 50 & 436. Classes: Monday 9-2, 
Wednesday M, Thursday 11·2, Friday 9-2. Will 
help pay for gas by the trip. If interested call Tom 
at 299-5261 after 5:00; · 
• 
Sears Best Mens 26 inch blue ten-speed. One 
month old-cost new $135. Will sell for $100. Call 
Jeff 273-5322. 
173 Camaro LT Auto PS PB Air AM·FM-8 track 
Jensen speakers. New tires. $2300. 365-3091 
Sound Design sound system-turntable, AM/FM, 8-
track player & speakers. $100 or best offer. Call 
275-3848.Marti. 
services 
Need a typist? The Future keeps a list of current . 
typists available to type your term papers, theses, Need a roommate? Call us THE ROOMMATE CON· 
reports and resumes. Call 275-2865 for more in· NECTION for professionally screened compatible 
formation.- roommate. Mon-Sat.10-5. 647-5951. 
EXPERT TYPING • 18 yrs. exp. Term papers, 
reports, theses, resumes, etc. Correction of 
spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included. 
Reasonable. Call Bea. 678-1386. 
Typing/editing. Large or small jobs. Judy: 275-
2351or677-1$02. 
Improve gas mileage & performance tune up now. 
8 cylinder-points, plugs, timing & carb. adjust. 
$28 6 & 4 cyl. less. Call Auto-Tune, 275-4724 af· 
ter 5 pm weekdays. Anytime weekends. 
._., _______________ __.Typing, experienced with term papers, thesis, 
ABORTION SERVICES, Free pregnancy test, low 
cost birth · control. Privacy, confidentiality 
guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725 N • 
Magnolia Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours a 
day: 422-0606; or toll free 1(8001432-8517. personal 
BACKPACKING for Beginners! Spring break in 
Western North Carolina March 17-23. Transpor· 
tation by bus; all equipment provided. Limited 
spa~e. Outdoor Adventures, 93 SE 43 Street, 
Gainesville, FL 32601. 904-375-8160. Call or 
write for more information. 
resumes, editing: paper supplied. IBM Selectric II 
C/T. Reasonable. Marti Lyons-UCF-2811. Home-
365-6874. 
Professional typing. 15 yrs. exp. IBM Electric. 
Spelling, punc. & grammar corrected. Paper 
provided. Call Ginny 273-8407, 8-2 & 7:30-9:30. 
The IMPORTANT papers deserve the most 
PROFESSIONAL typing service. 12 years ex· 
perience at UF, USF, and AS SECRETARY AND •----------------+ FREELANCE TYPIST. Interested in theses, disser· deadlines tations, term papers, 1st class work assured with 
Classified ads must be submitted in person no 
later than Monday, 4 p.m. and paid for at time of 
placement. on.campus ntes are per ine: 50ct for 
one issue; 45¢ for two ~ssues; 40cr for three 
issues; and 35¢ for four or more issues. 
IBM Correcting Selectric. Paper supplied. Susie, 
647-4451, after 2. 
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST • 11A" for my own typed 
research paper· IBM Correcting Selectric. Sharon 
677 -0300. Fee negotiable. 
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information, 
pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low 
cost, canfidential services. 
Central Florida Women's 
Health Organization 
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando 
898-0921 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING 
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2223 
Free Pap smear and breast exam 
Cal for appointment-Counseling for men 
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori. 
\ I 
. ... 
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Study abroad programs available in Spain, Italy, France 
by Kathleen Foronda 
staff wrtter 
Students who plan to study abroad have easy access to programs sponsored in 
Sp~in and Italy, and a program to France is being established this year. 
Dr. Armando Payas heads and chaperones the Spanish program and Dr. An-
thony Cervone heads the program to Italy. Dr. Heinrich Barsch is formulating the 
French-study program. 
These programs are not a one-to-one exchange of students, as in high schools, 
said Cervone. They are six-week summer sessions of intensive language study. 
Students under the Spanish program may study in either the University of 
Oviedo or the University of Seville. Italian students will attend classes at Urbino 
University. Classes are five hours a day, five days a week. Students are also 
provided with tutors, said Payas. · 
The only requirement for the Spanish and Italian programs is a 2.0 grade point 
average, said Payas. The student does not have to be an American citizen. All levels 
from beginning to advanced are taught. Payas said that additional studies in 
literature, Spanish and Italian civilization, art, and history courses are taught. 
ACCORDING TO CERVONE, the second part of the student's study of the 
language is artistic and historical exposure. Students visit the sites and receive 
lessons from a professor at the university, and may earn up to· 16 credit hours said 
Cervone. 
Those studying abroad are granted the option of living in dormitories or with 
families. In either case, there is a flat fee of $1300 for the program to Italy and 
$148 5 to Spain. The UCF tui~ion, room and board are paid prior to the student's 
departure. · 
AT THE END OF the six-week period, students are asked to evaluate the 
program. Cervone said there have never been any complaints since the establish-
ment of foreign study. 
The Spanish program was established in 1972 and the program to Italy, in 
1975. Cervone emphasized that the two programs are the only ones that have been 
officially approved by the Board of Regents and the State University System for 
study abroad. · 
One student who studied under the Spanish program was Pamella Odell. Odell 
said she liked the program and did succeed in becoming bilingual as a result of her 
study abro~d. 
BARSCH, IN IMPLEMENTING a UCF French study progra~. hopes to have it 
coordinated by the Franco-American Study Center located in Lieseiux, France. 
Students with little or no .knowledge of French who have completed the study 
program offered by the Franco-American Study Center have been able to pass the 
Entrance Exmainations for the French universities, said Barsch. Barsch estimated 
that 93 percent had passed. 
In the city of Lieseiux, students follow tne six-week summer program for six 
hours a day, five days a week. The program is designed to give up to 15 credit 
hours in French. "After the second week, students take an oath never to speak 
English for the rest of the program,:· said Barsch. / 
ACCORDING TO BARSCH, students are not put in dorms to ensure "total im-
mersion of the language.: · "The idea is to go home to the French families and use 
what is learned at the dinner table," he said. With the great amount of class ti~e, 
no homework is given. -
· The $1200 fee for the'class in~luqes tuition, room and board, but not the trans-
Atlantic flight, said Barsch. · · 
Other possibilitie~ for study .abroad were given by Dr. Frank Juge of Graduate 
Studies. Juge said Orlando's sister city, Bucaramander, Columbia is interested in 
student and faculty exchange. 
FINAL APPROVAL of another program in Leon, France is being awaited, said 
Juge. The exchange would be with one faculty member to the National Institute for 
Applied Sciences, he said. In Montpellier, France, Juge said, there will be a.n ex-
cha!lge with a faculty member to t)lat city's University of Applied Sciences. 
Juge remarked that a faculty exchange with the Franco-American Commission 
could last as long as one year or possibly for one quarter. The faculty member's 
salary would be susidized by the commission, saidjuge. -
. "There's no cost, and there's a great deal of benefit," noted Juge. The faculty 
.member would follow whatever the former professor had been doing, said Juge. 
Juge indicated that an exchange with these institutions would necessitate that 
students have a good background in mathematics. Knowledge of French would be 
helpful, said Juge. . 
Juge spoke to a representative of Tufts University in Massachusetts, which has 
worked with the Franco-American exchange. The representative said that one 
engineering student went to France in her sophomore year with 1imited knowledge 
of French. A year l~ter, the student returned proficient in the language, and "with 





















If you're about to graduate with 
an engineering or computer science 
degree, we'd like to talk to you about 
youF future. 
· Will it be in commercial jetliners? 
We're building two new planes - the 
767 and 757. While the orders for 
727s, 737s and 747s keep coming 
from all over the world. 
Perhaps you'd like to get into the 
aerospace field, where we have 
more projects going than you can 
shake a calculator at. 
Or maybe you'll help us provide 
computer ·services to over 2, 000. 
clients, including government, 
private industry, commercial air-
planes and aerospace. 
Whatever path you take at 
Boeing, you'll enjoy living in Seattle 
- one of America's most beautiful 
cities. 
DO€IG Will DE: ON 
CAMPUS SOON. 
Boeing will be here within the 
next two weeks. So sign uP, for your 
interview today in the Placement 
Office. 
Then we ccµi tell you in person 
about all the opportunities you'll have 
to grow with Boeing. 
If this tit:ne is inconvenient for 
you, just write us: The Boeing 
Company, P. 0. Box 3707-VPM, 
Seattle, WA 98124. 
·An equal opportunity employer. 
, 
BOEING 
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Students still awaiting quality·concert 
Since the Village Center's Popular Enter-
tainment Committee brought Orleans to the 
university three years. ago, UCF students 
have been waiting patiently for a quality 
concert. But time and time again their hopes 
have been· deflated for . one reason or 
another . 
Two years ago the Village Center had 
arranged for Sea Level to appear at UCF, 
but the concert was cancelled just prior to its 
scheduled date. Instead, several local bands 
were brought in to play. 
Last year, rumors floated around the 
university about bringing groups like Jimmy 
Buffett and the Coral Reefer Band or the 
Charlie Daniels Band to UCF. B.ut the 
students were not even rewarded with a 
qnality local-band concert. 
During the spring elections, as in Student 
Government elections from other years, 
Student Body President J\rmando Payas 
promised to try to bring a quality concert to 
UCF: Although ~he v ·Hlage Center has ten-
tatively scheduled several groups for UCF 
concerts this y~ar , none of the plans have 
Letter Polley 
been solidified .. 
The Karla ... Bonof.f co,ncert, which was 
scheduled for fall quarter, had to be can-
celled because the Village Center could not 
get the funds necessary to bring the band to 
UCF in time to sign a contract. The VC, 
with some help from Payas, had hoped to get 
around a rule in the Activity and Service Fee , 
code which restricts the universities from 
charging for events paid for with A&SF fees. 
They wanted to take revenue made from 
groups funded by A&SF monies to pay for 
the concert, charge students a minimal fee 
for the concert and establish a fund to bring 
able to charge the students for ~he perfor-
mance. 
The Village Center will need additional 
funding in order to bring a good quality 
concert to UCF, and this would be an ex-
cellent opportunity for the Student Senate to 
provide something the students really want. 
The students deserve the concert that they 
have been promised for so long and all 
possible attempts should be made to bring at 
least one group to the university this year1 
Unfortunately, that concert will cost a lot of 
money which will be thrown out for a one-
shot service. 
in big name ro~k concerts. . 
But University Comptroller Joseph 
Gomez and UCF President Trevor Colbourn 
said they did not want to risk the funds 
necessary to hold th.at first concert. Once 
again, the students did not get a concert. 
There seems to be a pattern established at 
UCF s.o students are doomed to go without a 
concert. Village Center officials and Payas 
still are working to trv to b~ing a concert to 
UCF this year, even th~:mgh .they will not be 
In the meantime, students who would like 
to see more concerts at UCF could help lob-
by for a change in the ruling which prohibits 
the university from charging for activities 
funded with A&SF monies. 'Once this law 
has been abolished, or at least amended, the 
university could set up a concert fund and 
bring big-name concerts to UCF like some of 
the older universities. 
The Editorial Board 
Some senators want , 
to work for stlidents 
·Editor: 
I would like to take the opportunity to respond to your comments which ap-
peared in the Future dated Jan. 11 , 1980. 
I wish to make a few observations. First, I strongly object to the misleading 
qualities that the editors' comments possesed. The senators of the Twelfth Student 
Senate are not all a bunch of game-playing politicians. There are many hard-
working people who are well aware of the inadequacy of our university . 
Unfortunately, not all of the senators are willing to work to unify the senate. 
This alone is an enormous obstacle for those who are without reluctance to work 
for the good of the_students. There are many senators who have responded in-a 
posit ive manner to unify the senate and are unafra id to work to achieve our goals. 
I sincerely hope the negative comments which appeared in the Future last week 
will not inhibit their performances and perseverance. 
Secondly, although it is embarassing, I must point out that there is a dreadful 
disease which is now plaguing tour campus. It is one of the most sickening and 
dangerous infections that a group·of individuals can contract. The illness I speak 
of is apathy. Even though UCF is a commuter school, that can hardly be accepted 
as justification for the lack of concern. The only reason students have not attended 
senate meetings is because they have not cared to do so. Anyone can come into · 
Student Government and ask the secreta ries the time and location of the meeting 
or be directed to someone who can inform them of the meetings. 
Finally, I respectfully ask for the students' support of Student Government, My 
friends , you are the people who have put us in office. We are here because you 
want us here. As we must all have faith in our national government, I ask that you 
as students at UCF have faith in us, your senators. Give us your support. It is with 
your comments, constructive criticism and ideas that we can try to make UCF a 
more enjoyable institution at which to receive an education. 
Senator Randy Lewis 
College of General Studies 
Letters to the editor must be delivered to the Future by 3' 
p.m. on the Monday prior to publication to be considered 
for the issue. Letters must hear the writer's signature and 
phone number. Nan_ies will be withheld upon request. The 
Future reserves the right to edit letters. 
·Shop controve~sy resurfaces 
iEditor: 
As an alumni of UCF, now doing post-
baccalaureate work here, pleas.e allow me to 
resurface a controversy from last quarter for the 
benefit of new students and hopefully for retur-
ning students. 
Did you not understand his letter? The owner 
of the shop was given her say in our own paper 
how her wares may be used for tobacco and that 
they sold other things, such as posters. How cute. 
Have you seen the signs on SR 50 at her shop? 
And I would really like to know when someone 
was using a bong for tobacco. 
Mailing address: P.O .. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 21816: 
Editorial office phone: 275-2601. Business office phone: 
275-2865. 
This public document was promulgated ~t an annual cost of 
$78,~93 or 6.7 cents per copy to inform the university 
community. Annual advertising revenue of $56,893 defray 
72 percent of the annual cost. rhe Future is funded through. 
the Activity and Service Fee as allocated by the student 
government of the University of Central Florida. 
Editor-in-Chief 
Specifically, I refer to the advertis{fment by 
1Seeds and Stems Head Shop. I see your act of 
printing this ad as a blatant rebellion under a 
thin guise of freedom of the press, ·or whatever 
you wish to call it. After publishing the articulate 
letter from one of the professor's here that showed 
you how you have condoned the praetice of 
selling paraphernalia for the use of drugs, you the 
denied it: 
£ilitorial.Sta.tt 
The point here is not that I condemn the shop for 
existing; for am I making a statement against ' 
her wares. The point is that no matter which way 
youlook at it, the Future, is condoning the use for 
which her wares are sold. 
Let me assure you, I and my friends are not 
unfarmili<!r ~ith the materials 
Ads, page 7 
" The Future is published weekly, fall win-
. . Barbara Cowell, associate editor; Paul Taylor, entr>rtainment · JtJl1Jrti · Deanna M Gugel' · editor; Laura .. Hof fman , sport.~ editor; Brian LaPr>ter, photo • : chi<>(; Jim A m<'s, Carol A rnold , 1 Dianr>_ T!Jylor Dave Dunlop, ter and spring and biweekly in the summer at the University of Central Florida. It is . written and edited by students of the Univer-
sity with offi ces in the Art Complex on Libra 
Drive. 
Kathlero Foronda, Fred Lee, Pa tty Lin zy, Doug Marks, 
Business Manager 
Mi1·hr>ll<' Mastr>rson . Dave Mitr' hell, fohn Moody, Kim ReadP, 
University of 
Central Florida 
l)ebra L. Schwab 
/ Business Staff 
Opinions expressed in the Future are those 
of the editor or the writer of the article, and 
not necessarily those of the Board of 
Publications, Uni versity Administration, or 
Board of RegPnts. 
Managing Editor 
Mary Wilson 
Cr<>tel Mc aney, production managf'r; Richard Doldr>r. 
production assistant; Tim Bird. Jan r>t Clark. William Holland, 
Stere Jon es, Jim Rozier. Dinah Tompkins , Irnn Trabol, Patty 
Wf'rks. 
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Peace Corps recruit er s~eks UCF volunteers 
by Barbara Cowell 
•Hoclate editor 
While on a Peace Corp volunteer 
recruitment drive at UCF, Rod Deprey 
said he hopes the lost activism of the 
60's will return, 
Deprey was a Peace Corps volunteer 
five years ago in Togo, West Africa, He 
remained ther~ for three years working 
with agriculture. Upon his return to/ 
the United states, he began to work as a 
. regional representative for the Peace 
Corps. 
"I hope the activism of the 60's 
returns," said Deprey. 
The 70's saw a decline in volunteers, 
according to Deprey. "The Peace Cor-
ps began- back in the 60's under the 
1 leadership of Presidents Kennedy and 
Johnson," said Deprey. ".It was a 
democratic program so there wasn't 
support from the following Republican 
president." 
Deprey said however the number of 
r volunteers does · seem to be rising. 
'.'There are 7000 vumnteers now in 60 . 
countries . VISTA, the domestic 
program, has 3600 volunteers working 
in all SO states," he said . 
Requirements for volunteers vary. 
"Just about any major is welcome into 
the program. For example, if someone 
has a degree in Russian or history, we 
will also take into account their work 
experience," Deprey said. 
Areas in need of volunteers are 
agriculture, fisheries, forestry, 
business, education, engineering, 
health, han~icrafts, ~nd skilled trades. 
The program looks for people with 
college degrees, In most areas, a 
degree is required. 
\( olunteers also get a living allow-
ance during the time they serve. 
"Depending upon where yo~ work ,you 
get $1 SO to $400 monthly. Beyond 
that, all health and medical and dental 
care is provided. Forty-eight days of , 
your two years is for vacation. Also 
· during the time you serve; $125 
monthly is put aside to be given to you 
when y~u leave," Deprey said. 
Language and cultural training is 
given when you first arrive in the 
country where you are to serve. "Most 
of the training is given in the country 
itself," Deprey said. 
The wo~ is strictly volunteer. 
"Some individuals cannot adjust to the 
different climates and culture. If a 
person cuts out, he or she is really hurt-
ing the people and the community left 
behind," Deprey said. "We ask for a 
basic commitment." 
The recruiJ:ment drive is held yearly 
for Peace Corps. Deprey travels to 
other state universities suc;h as FSU, 
UF and USF. "Florida generally has 
more volunteers than the other 
southern states," said Deprey 
Deprey will be at the VC on Jan. 21 
and 22 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. A Peace 
Corp film will be shown on Monday in 
GCB 114 at 3 p.m. titled "The 
Toughest Job Yo.u'll Ever Love." 
Bundy survey---------"'------:--:------------ from page I 
. ' 
· chances that he was involved. On the 
same scale, another question was posed 
on the probability of Bundy receiving 
an impartial trial in Orange County. 
Five out of every I 0 persons estiil).ated __ 
a fair trial. 
TAYLOR SAID some respondents 
stated, "He's guilty and I'd like to push 
the button to fry him." Many woni'en 
said he was ''gooc;l-:lo~kirig," added 
Taylor. 
Of those who indicated whether they 
thought Bundy ·should be tried for the 
murder of Leach, 61 percent said 
"yes" and 39 percent said "no". 
Interviewers asked, "Have you heard . 
the name Kimberly Diane Leach?" and 
66 percent of the 331 persons surveyed 
said they did not recognize the name. 
If the voter answered "yes," the ad-
ditional question of "What else do·you 
know about her?" was posed. 
Debators ----------------from page 3 
nationally recognized schools to our 
campus, and we feel it serves an impor-
tant function through this," said 
Butler. He added the students came 
thinking they would find warmth and 
sunshine in Floriaa, but the tour-
nament, held Jan. 2-4, came during 
some of winter's coldest days. 
The teams have only five tour-
naments left, including nationals, in · 
this year's season. Nationals will be 
held at the University of Arizona in 
mid-March dur.·ng the spring break. 
Butler said he feels he has the best team 
in the country but added, "I think the 
most conservative estimate would 





It'" your last year of college. Why think 
· about life insurance now? Because, the · 
older you get the mor.e it costs. And next 
year, it's all up tc you. Find out 
about College Master. 
Call the Fidelity Uni•ln CollegeMaster~ 
Field 'Associate in your area: · 
:CQllege 
Masta: 
A MAJORITY of the respondents 
recalled that Kimberly Leach was a lit-
tle girl murdered in Lake City. Other 
frequently recalled items were that 
"Bundy killed her," or that she was a 
little girl who had been kidnapped. 
Those who could not recall the 
name Kimberly Leach were given a 
case description., Of the 215 persons 
who responded to the case description, 
38 percent did recall the case. 
\ 
Knowledge of evidence in the Leach 
case resulted with 71 percent of the in-
dividuals interviewed answering "no." 
Of the 4 l· persons who thought the 
evidence was "very strong" against 
Bundy, 34 of them were females. 
"It's - unlikely that you . can find 
another city in Florida with different 
attitudes," said Taylor. "The judge 
will probably keep it here and work to 
find a jury," he added. 
AdS------------------frompage6 
sold by the shop. But ~one of us feel 
proud that our newspaper would ac-
cept the ad . I hope you publish this so 
that more students here take a stand on 
this issue. We here at UCF are not 
prudes, but neither are we Berkeley. 
There's such a thing as taking a stand 
on one's conscience. Or, are you in it 
for the money, too? 
Anne Porterfield 
OUR 24 HOUR TELLER 
"Cet Acquainted Parly'' Jan 18th 
•All Day Demondraflons 
•Refreshments 
•Surprises 
Aoothtr Ptotle Plntl19 S.nlet 
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VC Homecoming C 
Homecomin 
. . 
Knights & Dolls -
/ 
Monday, January 2 J. 
GREEN ENTERTAINMENT 
James Durst 
songsmith, troubadour, writer . . 
VC Green l l .:00 a.i:n. - J.:00 p.m. 
. aR~AA~~~ 
'.oe~(j~H.~w - . 
7pM. V~R . 
~-0 
with Master of Ceremonies 
MICHKl.L_. ~~LI~ 
· · Q Comedian &Juggler 
F.EATURING A . VARIETY -OF 
STUDENT TALENT 
:P.r.es_entation of King &·Queen 





+ spirit award points 
Voting for King & Que~n 
Mon. & Tues.· l 0 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
and during Bong Show .. 
Tuesday, January 22 
2£il_>;If!!l/~i 
t&C4MHTI 81 ::.f-
>/ ~ 1;~ 
I llUBEllJ.J.I TBE.ITBE 
,:00 p.m. VCAR 
Admission: $2.00 at the door 
Students FREE w/UGF l.D. 
Wednesday, January 2 
GREEN ENTERTAINMENl 
· Rosie O'Grady's Band 
· l l:OO • 1:00 p.m. VC Green 
SPEAKEASY 
8:00 p.m. VCAR 
Featuring niusic of the 20's 
20;s Cii"Sfume 
and Dance -Contests 
. ALL THA.T JAZZ 
_ Sy Ric Ebere. 
Memorabilia and Art 
of the Roaring 20's 
Mon. - Fri. 8 a.m. - 9 p.m. · 
Sun. 5 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
Jan. 8 - Jan. 27 
Produced and Directed by Roger Gravef 
starring 
MONTY PYTHON: 
8:30 p.m. VCAR Jan. JS & 20 
Students FREE w/UCF l.D. 
General Public $1.25 
) 
- . 




aring Salute to the 20's .. 
Z3 Friday, January 25 
I HOMECOMING PARADE 
Around'the Reflecting Pond 
J2:00noon . 
PEPRALLY · 
lmm~ediate!y following the Parade 
. J.:OOp.m. 
GREEN· ENTERTAINMENT · 
I ' • - · • .. 
TRANS ATLANTIQUE 
J.:00- 3:30 p.m. VC Green 
Village Center Movie 
THE STING 
Students FREE w/UCF l.D. 
Gen. Public $1.25 . 
- 8:30 p.m. VCAR 
BONFIRE 





J.0:00 a.m. Downtown Orlando -
ALUMNI 
PIZZA~& BEER NIGHT 
Featuring Rosie O'Grady's Band 
. Admission: $6.00 
· :-~ ·., . .-: VC Multipurpose Room _· 
· All the Pizza, 
Beer & Salad you care to eat. 
Trophies will be awarded to the 
large and small student organization 
with the most alumni present. · 
BASKETBALL GAME -
I 
UCF vs. ECKERD 
7:30 p.m. UCF Gym 
Halftime - Crowning -of 




. Featuring ''Toca'' 
. · .until 2:00 a.m. VCAR 
Immediately foliowing game 
Village Center 




The National Shakespeare Company 
performing 
:Ian. 23 . 7:30 p.m. 
Music Rehearsal Hall 
Julius Caesar 
Jan. 31 8 p.m. VCAR · 
- Th e Village Center Activities Board is funded 
tllro 11glr -tlre A ctivity and Service Fees, as 
allocated by th e Student Government of UCF. 
Sights and Sounds 
Bnan LaPeter/Future 
Polynesian dancing is one of the many classes offered by the V.C 
during tile Winter Quarter "Knights of Leisure learning" program. 
Songsmith appears Monday 
International traveler, songsmith 
and recording artist J aTI?es Durst will 
present a concert of his songs Jan . 21 
on the Village Center Green from 11 
a.m. to 1 p.m. 
Durst, who ~lso plays acoustic 
guitar, will be joined by Robert Ganz 
on various kinds of guitars including 
steel, string and classical madolin, 
bouzouki and banjo. 
Much of Durst's music has roots in 
some 25 countries in which he has per-
formed, including North America, 
Europe, Scandinavia, the.Middle East 
and Southeast Asia. Ganz has studied 
and taught folk music from America, 
Irish and international traditions, as 
well as classical guitar. 
Durst's s9ngs are thoughful, at times 
introspective, but ever reflecting a 
joyful positivism and faith in the 
strength of the human spirit. 
Future 
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Leisure classes otter 
flight,· dance, skating 
by Kim Reade 
staff writer 
Flight .instruction, roller skating and 
polynesian dance are among those 
classes the UCF Village Center Ac-
tivities Board and staff are offering in 
their winter quarter schedule of leisure 
time instructional sessions known as 
the "Knights of Leisute Learning" 
program. 
Leisure classes are offered each 
quarter so students and non-students 
may learn skill"s and develop expertise 
that will help them better enjoy their 
leisure pursuits. 
The' Private Pilot Ground School' 
will meet twice a week, on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays nights from 7-10 p.m. 
The objective of this course is to 
prepare each student for the Federal 
Aviation Authority private pilot writ-
ten exam. The FAA exam will be ad-
ministered at the conclusion of the 
course, and a $10 additional fee may 
be required for those who wish to take 
the exam at the university. 
The instructor, Jerry Waller, , has 
over 10 years experience in aviation 
and has been an active flight instructor 
at Steely Aviation at the Sanford Air-
port and is a Flight Instructor for the 
UCF Flying Club (Pegasus Pilots). 
Waller is also an Aviation Consultant 
for International. Flight Services, Inc: 
at Herndon Airport. 
Sun Skate City instructors are 
working in cooperation with the UCF 
Village Center to provide a class for 
basic roller skating and advanced 
roller skating techniques. Class mem-
bers will advance at their own pace, 
but will be taught proper roller skating 
skills that they can use after class. Ac-
tual instruction will take place from 7-
7:45 p.m., but registered students will 
be allowed .to stay after class and skate 
during regul ar operating hours with. a 
50¢discount off the regular admission 
· price. 
Skates will be provided if needed, 
and organ music will be used during 
instruction sessions. Though disco 
roller skating will not be taught as part 
of the formal instruction, assistance 
will be available to help students apply 
disco movements to their skating ex-
perience. 
The Polynesian Dance class will 
meet Wednesdays from 5-7 p.m. in the 
Village Center Multipurpose Room. 
The class will be learning different 
styles of dance with each Polynesian 
culture, including those from Hawaii, 
Tohatti, Mouri plus many . other in-
teresting and different dances from 
Samba, Tonga and other countries. 
The class teaches Polynesia's unique 
method of story-telling through their 
dances and songs. 
Instructor Kaui Brandt was first 
brought to Orlando by Walt Disney 
World to open their luau. She was 
director and mistress of ceremonies for 
seven years before her exclusive con-
tract terminated. Now able to contra.ct 
freely, Kaui has offered UCF a series of 
classes never before offered. 
Using live music, Kaui can tailor her 
1classes as students progress. Having 
been a teacher in Hawaii for over 20 
years, Brandt comes highly qualified, , 
Assistants Debbie "Kepolo" Stewart. 
and Pat "Tiare.. Smith are both 
professional dancers with the Healani 
Dance Troup. Both have experience in 
teaching beginners and have helped 
Kaui teach locally for five years 
For more information or registra- ~ 
tion, contact the Village Center Main 
Desk at 275-2611 between Jan. 7 and 
Jan .• 25 . Classes begin Jan. 28. 
Broadway stars recreate roles in 'The Kingfisher' 
The incomparable Rex Harrison 
teams with legendary beauty, Claudet-
te Colbert and celebrated Tony award 
winner, George Rose in their Broad-
way success, "The Kingfisher," as Zev 
Bufman' s third production of the 
Broadway-Series, Jan. 22-Jan. 27 at the 
Bob Carr Municipal Auditorium. 
Making one of the rare occasions 
when tlfe Broadway stars recreate their 
roles on tour, the William Douglas 
Home romantic comedy is a . perfect 
vehicle for the trio of internationally-
famed actors. A theatrical romp about 
the · reunion of two old flames 
following a s@aration of almost 59 
years, Harrison will be seen as a 
novelist out to rekindle a passionate 
love affair with his lady love Colbert, 
while Rose will play .the obligatory 
manservant who observes the entire 
scene with an extremely jaundiced eye. 
Harrison has starred in the capitals of 
the world and is a three time Tony 
award winner for his work on stage. 
Harrison's brilliant films were all 
eclipsed by his Oscar-winning perfor-
mance as Professor Higgins in the 
screen version of his .. My Fair Lady." 
Nevertheless, his work in "Anna and 
the King of Siam," "Major Barbara," 
"Cleopatra," .. Doctor Doolittle" and 
"The Agony and the Ecstacy" remain 
equally remembered while "Anne of a 
Thousand Days," uBell, Book and 
Candle," "Caesar and Cleopatra" and 
the celebrated "My Fair Lady" have 
already established themselves as 
classics of the theater. 
For Colbert, whose equally extraor-
dinary screen career have covered 
more than 65 films , the stage is not a 
lark to complement her film work, but 
the home to which she returns after a 
lifetime of sucess. Few people are 
aware it was the theater that launched 
her brilliant career and her plays in-
cluding "The Barker," "Pynamo," 
"Tin Pa.n Alley" and, then "See Naples ·· 
and Die," which brought her to the at-
tention of Hollywood. 
Academy Award winner for the all-
time film classic, "It Happened One 
Night," Colbert's rare combination of 
wit, beauty and wholesomeness glist-
ened through such other motion pic-
ture sucesses as "Drums Along the 
Mohawk," "Tovarich," "Imitation of 
Life," and "Cleopatra." Intermitten-
tly, she returned to stage to score in 
"Marriage-Go-Round," "Janus" and 
"The Irregular Verb To Love.·· 
Performances are Tuesday through 
Friday evenings at 8 p.m., Saturday at 
5 p.m. and 9 p.m.; matinees are Thur-
sday and Sunday at 2 p.m. Further in-
formation available by calling, 841 -
7146. 
Old maids poison borders at-Once lipon a Stage 
by Joe Kilsheimer - · 
special writer 
How do two old sp'insters who run a boarding 
house entertain prospective lonely boarders? ~ 
about what is going on, you have missed the next joke 
and find yourself straining to catch up. 
Brewsters. Mortimere has just become engaged, and 
he and Elaine look forwa~d to settling down with 
Abbey and Martha. Teddy is off to another trip to 
Panama. Why with a little bit of kindness and good dose of 
their homemade elderberry wine, laced with arsenic; 
thank you. 
This unlikely form of social intercourse (keep your 
minds on the subject) · is the premise of Joseph 
Kesselring's "Arsenic and Old Lace," now showing at 
the Once Upon A Stage Dinner Theater in College 
Park. 
The show represents a departure from the usual 
Once Upon A Stage fare. "Arsenic" is no musical, 
which in turn means there is no need for 
choreography, which in turn means the cast doesn't 
have to worry about falling out of the dinner theater's 
small set. . . 
BUT THE show is extremely funny, abounding 
with c.. cast of slightly loony characters who keep the 
audience on the verge of tears the entire evening. 
There is no need for social comment here, no room 
for intellectua1izations. If Y?U try to stop and think 
Set in the 1940's, "Arsenic" is the story of the 
Brewster family, whose bloodline is laced with a little 
crazy streak. The two central characters, Abbey and 
Marth Brewster, are old maids, who give every out-
ward appearance of being most upstanding members 
of the community. They are friends of the preacher; 
they take chicken soup over to sick neighbors. They 
dote over their nephew Mortimere and his fiance 
Elaine. 
THEY HAVE a nephew, Teddy, who for no ap-
parent reason fancies himself as the speak-softly-but-
carry-a-big-stick Theodore Roosevelt. He is forever 
charging up San Juan Hill with a fanfare or going off 
to Panama, convieniently located in the Brewster's 
basement, to inspect the construction of the canal. 
Mortimere, by the way, is the one Brewster who 
appears to have the most common sense in the family . 
He is a drama critic (a profession I make no pretense 
of aspiring to) who hates the theater. 
As the show opens, all is going well for the 
BUT MORTIMERE happens to find out about this 
one annoying habit his aunts carry on. It seems that 
whenever they find a lonely gentleman looking for a 
room, who has no family, they perform what they 
consider a mission of mercy. 
Mortimere is mortified to learn that his aunts have 
collected 12 bodies in the basement and to make mat-
ters worse, his brother Jonathon shows up. Jonathan, 
anothtr crazy Brewster, is also a killer on the lam 
from 'prison, but substantiallv more cold-blooded 
about the business. -
Jonathon·s entry into the scene complicates Mor-
tirnere's dilemma about how to resolve the problems 
with his aunts. How does he let the police know 
about Jonathon and keep his aunts out of jail, too? 
WelJ, the answer is worth $12, exactly the price of 
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Class teaches adults, caters to children _ 
by Kathleen Foronda 
staff wrfter 
majors. Now offered _as an upper- are interested grandparents attending, 
division environmental studies course, noted .Poe. 
between good and evil because of the 
great distinction made between them. 
Future teachers and other concerned Poe said her classes are always fiJled. "CLASSES HAVE a fasdnating time. Poe felt that many times children are 
given the, "shock treatment" in having 
to read a book and then do a book 
report. Poe said t'fu.µ though children 
should write on the elementary level, 
this •method may not always be effec-
tive. 
· adults are learning ·how to choose good 
books for children. 
Poe said a good cross section of Some even go. out to schools a·nd per-
Since the opening of UCF in 1968· Dr. 
Lillian F. Poe has been instructing 
students in a "Children's Literature" 
course, origi~ally _ o!ltX. for . ~d~cation 
students come into the class, the .form for children," Poe said. The only 
-majority of whom are women . . · Stu rule that Poe enforces is that projects 
II-\& s A"( 5 
\T'S A CLASS 
PRO.\E.CT .'. · · 
I 
·-T,-~.~ L - -
dents gather from majors such as be informal so children are able to par-. 
education, social work and writing; ,. ticipate. 
and the military. Sometimes there also '-'The child should always be the 
Don't 
Gamble on Burglary 
SECURE YOUR HOME! 
• Have keyed locks on sliding 
glass doors 
•Use quality deadbolt locks on 
solid doors 
•Leave lights on' when out at night 
• Don't hesitate to report suspicious 
activity to police 
Write for a free booklet: 
HELPW• 
STOPCRIME 
Attorney General's Office 
Tallahassee·, Florida 32304 
Governor's Council on Criminal Justice 
O.\' \'411'1t .\'l~ .\''I' \'l!'ol'I' 
I 
I 
l'lllS t~Ol'POX GOOD FOK I 
A SIXGl4E. t'H.EXt~ll t"'KIES. I 
A.1.°fD A 12 OZ. SO"IT DKIXli. I 
t'Oll 0~1141' $1.59. I 
Good only at all participating Wendy's in I 
Orange. Seminole and Osceol~ ~~unties. I 
Expires: Febr~ary 1, 1980l~~ll I 
L HI IM ANI> IOMAl O I )(lf(A I _J ~ - I 
OLD FASHIONED \;s I 
llADIUIEBS. ~1 
beneficiary of what we're dqing," em-
phasiied Poe. Classes are directed 
toward helping elementary age 
chi1dren respond to books in rn any dif-
ferent ways and incorporate a lot of 
creativity, she explained. Students 
may perform informal dramatizations 
with tales such as Mother Go.ose, or a 
collection of poetry; they may write 
free verse with the children. · 
Poe cited books which have won 
awards such as Caldecott or Newberry 
Medals as ideal for children. By giving 
children the "best," Poe said they 
receive a taste for art appreciation. 
IN COMP ARING contemporary 
children's literature to "classic"· 
folklore and .tales, Poe noted that con-
temporary literature is easier for the 
child to· understand, with characters 
which are more true to life. 
With the . fairy-tale, according to 
psychologist Bruno Bettelheim, 
children can determine the differen~e 
A "'BODILY response" like writing a 
poem or a song would probably prove 
more interesting to the child and 
would be a foore positive response, 
remarked Poe. She added children put 
more thought into work through . art .. 
activities. . 
The use of a buddy system when 
children have to write a poem or 
present a project is also emphasized in 
Poe's classes. Reading aloud and 
"fanning" the book so that the 
children can view the illustrations ar 
other methods that Poe presents to her 
classes. .,., 
Some of the more popular children's 
illustrators whom Poe endorsed were 
Maurice Sendak, W. B. Park, Elaine 
Konicsburg, and Judy:Bl90m. 
_"The teacher is really a salesman," 
said Poe. 'He's selling books by 
reading conveyed through voice, man-
ner and many other aspects." 
Kelly-~---- from page I 
would trim its allocations to other areas. 
l(elly said UCF was an example of wasteful spending, naming it's elevators as 
unneccessary expense. "Young people ... can walk up stairs." 
This brought up several hands .in the audience. One woman pointed out that 
many of UCF's handicapped students are unable to use stairs. Replied Kelly, 
"They can be carried." 
When asked if he thought the U.S. could form an alliance with.)led China against 
the USSR, Kelly said there would only be "limited benefits." He said it would "be 
a mistake to depend on China," because "They are communists ... they have pie- · 
tures of Stalin in some of their offices." 
~ODJ. · 
·"~~~~: ~ ~~~ CENTR.ALIZED SERVICES 
~ · ~ OFFERS YOU A . 
~\ . l VARIETY OF SERVICES 
I"" . 
_ol> CEN1~ 
DISCOUNT TICKET.S _________ ai.illll ____ , 
Eastern Federal 
Wometco (Park East & West) 
General Cinema · 
Interstate 6 
Plaza Rocking C~air 
Great Southern Music Hall 
University Drive-In 














10 .. 7,5 9.00 
7.50 5.50 Theatre On Park 
Annie Russell Theatre 
Edyth Bush. Theatre 
Grapefruit Production 
l)lscounts available at box office 
with presentation of U.C.F. 
$3.00. 
fl~ 
'BOOK EXCHANGE-Will run till Jan. 26th. Lots of Psychology, ~ 
Communication, and Math books left. Save cash and. time at ·Cen- l 
tralized Services Bo'ok Exchange. ~ 
CAR PcSOL LIST-Want to share the expense of riding to school? ~· 
Stop by and check out our carpool list. : 
ROSIE O'GRADYS·We have a limited amount of half off member- ~ 
ship cards for Rosies. Stop by and save! · ; 
YEARBOOK·Sales aregoing fast. Order your 1980 yearbook today. 
Only 280 yearbooks remain. Cost is only $11.00. 
BABYSITTING AND TYPING REFFERAL SERVICE-Available to 
students who wish to earn extra cash part-time. . ~ 
L"MINATING SERVICE·We laminate photos, diplomas, and 
documents on wood palques ~t the lowest cost available. 
Centralized Services is located in the Village Cen· 
ter, Room 217. Ph-275-2191. · 
Mon· Thurs. from 9a.m. to 8p.m. 
Friday f rom 9a.m. to 7p.m. 
~-~---------------------------~ 
( 
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Homecoming ·candidates 
·Queens 
Alpha Tau Omega has chosen 19 year old Jamie Besse for their candidate. She's 
in the General Studies program and is a former UCF cheerleader. 
Doria Bes~ -i~ Kapp; Delta's candidat~ for queen. The 21 year old is a 
humanities major who likes to swim and play the piano. 
Alpha Tau Oerriga has chosen 19 year old Jamie Besse for their candidate. She's 
in the General Studies program and is a former UCF cheerleader. Jamie loves to 
swim and play tennis. 
WUCF F~'s candidate, Kellie Burdette, is a 20 year old senior majoring in 
journalism. Burdette is a campus radio station· disc jockey who enjoys writing, 



















Delta Tau Delta 
' ., 











'8y Barbara CDwell 
and Mary Wilson 
Karen Cooke could not' be reached for comment. 
Lynda Crews is the choice of the Pre-professional Medical Soceity. The.18 year 
old freshman hopes to work in medical research and development when she 
1· 
graduates. 
Ashley Files is representing Chi Phi fraternity this year. The 20 year old General 
Studies major plans to pursue a· social science masters and work in the US 
diplomatic corps. 
Marketing major Brenda Ketterer was chosen by Delta Tau Delta. The .1,1 year 
old hopes to go into business for herself when she graduates. She is also a former 
·Gold Metal winner in marketing and graduated as an outstanding student from 
Valencia Community ColJege. . 
Del ta Del ta Delta sorority nominee Kay K~ogel is a 21 year old' senior studying 
criminal jw~tir~. She hopt>s to work in juvenile deliquency counseling. 
Stephanie Lease of Phi Delta Theta could not be reached for comment. 
Laurel Legate, representing Alpha Chi Omega, is a 20 year old junior majoring 
in social work and counseling. She hopes to become a medical counselor for child 
patients. Legate is a lifeguard who likes swimming and most outdoor sports. 
Twenty year old Debbie McCarty is a junior pursuing a major in allied legal 
services with a business minor. The Pi Kappa Alpha nominee plans to work as a 
legal assistant. As an "outdoor person" she enjoys snow skiing and swimming. 
Crystal Milstead was chosen by :Sigma AlphaEpsilon to represent them. At 19, 
she is an education major who hopes to teach high school English . She is involved 
with her sorority but also enjoys cooking and sewing. She will soon begin work as 
a tutor. 
Sigma Chi fraternity has chosen 21 year old senior Gilda Palumbo to represent 
them this year. With a broadcasting major and advertising minor, she plans to 
work in television advertising. · 
Twenty-two year old senior Tamara Pemberton is pursuing degrees in allied 
legal services and public relations. The Zeta Tau Alpha sorority nominee hopes to 
enter law school. , ,.. 
Dana Perkins is a 19 year old chemistry major planning to become a phar-
macist. The sophomore candidate repFesenting Tau Kappa Epsilon enjoys water-
skiing and sew~ng. 
Donna Rogers is a 20 year old senior representing the UCF Marketing 
Association. With her marketing major and Spanish minor, Donna hopes to enter 
the field of international marketing. 
Student Accounting has chosen candidate, Mary Schmitt. Majoring in accoun-
ting and minoring in communication the 19 year old sews, cooks, and grows plants. 
I -
Tammy Snook could not be reached tor comment. 
Tyes sorority nominee Cindy White is-a is yea-r -old educaffon-major planning to 








Delta Delta Delta 
Phi Delta Theta 











Alpha Chi Omega sorority has nominated criminal justice major Mark Bender 
in this year's homecoming race. The senior hopes to eventually study law, but 
plans to spend a few years in the criminal jtl'stioe field before entry. Bender is the · 
director of UCF centralized services. His- leisure activities include recreational 
sports such as racquetball, and camping. 
. . Twenty-one year old Ken Brewer is Sigma .Al~s-candidate. He's an account-' 
ing finance major who would like to ·enter Duk~ Law School. He works in the 
UCF recreational services and lo~es to water ski and snow sk~. 
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity's. candidate i; 22 year old marketing s~nior Chris 
Carlson. Carlson is pursuing a career in sales management. In his spare time he 
enjoys music, skiing, and "any kind of music but disco:" 
Bo Clark could not be reached for comment. 
Doug David could not be reached for comment. 
Nineteen year old junior Russ Doerk will be representing Zeta Tau Alpha 
sorority this year. Majoring in accounting, Doerk enjoys working with people, 
and hopes to enter business management. President of Tikes fraternity, Doerk con-
siders the Greek system, "an important part of his education." 
Twenty year old sophomore Wendall French is the Delta Delta Delta sorority 
home~oming candidate. French hopes to begin his career in a management 
position with a compute science department. While active in the student senate, 
French pursues a double major in computer science and business administration. 
I-J;e enjoys restoring old cars in his ~pare time. 
Paul Gerardi, WUCF FM nominee, is a 22 year old junior and music director at 
the UCF radio station. The Radio/TV major hopes to work as a DJ or in station ' 
management. He enjoys writing IJlUSic and playing the trumpet. 
Bill Hess could not be reached for comment. 
Steve Heyl is representing Delta Tau Delta. At 19, he's a physics major who's 
undecided about his future, but might like to go into laser research. Steve likes to 
read and write science fiction . He is also a photography buff. 
Phi Delta Theta chose Robert Husband to represent them. A pre-law student at 
21 , he hopes to attend Florida State k.aw School. He likes woodwork and sports, 
and is also involved with intramurals. 
The Air Force ROTC has nominated Tom Karika as its '80-'8 l candidate. · 
Karika is a_n electrical engineering rriajor who plans to be an Air Force navigator. 
Paul Logas; Chi Phi fraternity nominee, is a 22 year old biology pre-m~d major. 
The senior said what little leisure time he has is spent playing tennis, saxophone, 
piano and the electric base quitar. He enjoys reconditioning cars such as his 'b6 
Ford LTD. 
Delta Kappa Alpha's nominee is Charles Lousignont a 21 year old junior and 
finance major. Lousignant's career goal is to "just make money." The former 
senator cites his position as secretary-treasurer of the "D club" as his most impor-
tant campus interest. . 
Sigma Chi Fraternity has nominated 20 year old student body president, Ar-
mando Payas as its homecoming candidate. Payas, carrying a double major in 
political science and English literature, hopes to attend Georgetown Law School. 
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John Postava is a 23year old advertising major who intends tQ .. run around for · 
a while" before returning fo UCF for his master's. Postava will soon be working a~ 
an independent insurance adjustor fqr the government, and hopes ultimately to be 
a management account executive. The Marketing Association nominee plays ten- · 
nis and guitar in his spare time. 
Lambda Chi Alp~a frate.rnity has nominated 20 year old junior Steve Simmons . 
as its .homecoming candidate. · Pursuing an accountancy finance degree, he plans 
to work as ·a CPA. Simmons enjoys playing football, racquetball and waterskiing. 
Tim Tiralosi at 20 is the choice of the Pre-professi9.Il.al Medical Society. He is in-
terested in karate and recently gained his brown belt. After graudation, he would 
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Clark celebrates· his 200th victor 
by Fred Lee 
staff writer 
Victory and Torchy Clark have never been strangers. Three more wins have 
given his Knights a 14-0 record and the 90-64 drubbing of St. Michael's College 
. Thursday was number 200 for Clark as UCF basketball coach. 
"I never won 200 games before," he said after the historic occasion . Clark ac-
cepted a plaque commemorating the win, a jumbo-sized TV set and the game ball. 
The presentation was made by ,UCF President Trevor Colbourn, Athletic Director 
Jack O'Leary and Mike Daspin, i:epresentihg the UCF booster club. "I don't want 
to play any more games and ruin this," he snickered. 
Clark's coaching .career at UCF began Nov. 21, 1969 at Jacksonville with a 99-
38 win over Masset Tech in the university's first game. Since that time, the fiery 
coach has led his team to three straight Sunshine State Conference basketball 
championships, a streak broken by Florida Southern last year. His 197,7 team also 
reached the final four in the NCAA Division II-championship. 
Clark's .early coaching career began at Xavier High School in Appleton, Wis., 
where he was one of the most succesful football and basketball coaches in the state. 
His football teams had a 63-8-1 record and brought home seven championships, 
and his basketball record was 178-14, includi~g eight' straight Wisconsin high 
school titles. 
In the early d~ys, wijen UCF was still FTU, Clark's basketball teams practiced 
and played at McCoy Air Force Base, Lake Highland Preperatory School, Oviedo 
High School and Winter Park High School. They finally found a home in the UCF• 
gymnasium in 1977. -
Before that time, the team's equipment was stored in Clark's garage. His wife 
Claire ·did all the washing and mendfag of the uniforms. "We even had the first-
aid equipment in the garage," she told a wdter for Sports Illustrated , which recen-
tly did a story on Co.acb Clark and his All-American son Bo. 
Clark is famous not only for his winning ways, but also for his courtside antics. 
The UCF cheerleaders, who he praised after Hie game along with the students, 
players and faculty, following the game did a command performance of a special 
. cheer they do to mimic Clark called "let me see your Torchy Clark." 
His 200th win was guaranteed by the scoring of Bo Clark and the strong 
rebounding by 6-5 center Dean Rossin. Clark's 27 points and Rossin's 19 rebounds 
were too much for St. Michael's to handle, as the Knights rolled to a 90-64 trium-
ph. --
"Rossi_n really helped us inside," acknowleaged Coach Clark. "He never played 
high school ball and really hasn't been exposed to much basketball, but I liked 
what he did tonight." 
St. Michael'~ hit o~ly 31 percent of their shots in the first half, allowing Clark 
to empty his bench with 4:35 left in the half. They hardly managed better ~gainst 
the subs, and UCF led 52-29 at intermission. , 
In the second half, the Knights layed back and let the time run out on their op-
ponents. Clark said he was not pleased with his team's performance in the second 
half. He replaced his starting five again late in the game. 
Gerald Jones added 13 points to Bo Clark's game high 27. Ruben Cotton had 11 
points and 11 rebounds, while Pete Krull pumped in 10 points. Roland Ebron led 
the team in assists with 4 and added 9 points to the cause. 
It was much the same story against West;m New E~gl~nd College Sunday after-
noon. The Knights exploded for a 65-33 half-time le~.d and coasted home to an im-
presive 114-87 lead. · 
Rueben Cotton 
.... doing what he does best 
tory as UCF basketball coach. 
'presents the honors. 
· Center Dean Rossin tipped in a Bo Clark lay-up to give UCF a 2-0 lead, and the 
rout was on. Clark and Gerald Jones teamed up to do most of the scoring against 
the Golden Bears from Springfield, Mass. Clark had a game high 30, while Jones 
amassed 26. Dean Rossin pulled down 13 rebounds and added 12 points. Ruben 
Cotton put in 21 and Roland Ebron scored 10. 
- 1. ~ -
The Knights used a swarming defense, a fast break offense and the intimidating 
inside play of Dean Rossin to rack up their 14th win. Webber College, a school 
(with a 2-16 record and an enrollment of 1254 was bombed 92-48. Rossin pulled 
1 down 11 rebounds and scored 13 points, but more importantly kept the Warriors 
from driving to the basket. 
:ao Clark erupted for 31 points to once again lead all scorers. 
UCF begins their conference schedule tomorrow night at home agains1 
Biscayne. Game time is 7:30. 
Cotton likes to win for 
. the Knights 
Ruben Cotton's basket.ball philosophy is simple. "I like to win," says the junior 
forward. · Win is exactly what Cotton and his Knight teammates .have been d0ing 
this season. · 
UCF now stands at 14-0 and is ranked number one in the nation in Division II. 
This is no small part due to Cottcim's contributions. While standing only 6-1, he 
leads the Knights in rebounding. 
"I just try to beat the other players 'to the ball," he says. "Everyone on the court 
can jump over the rim. It's just a question of who gets there first." 
He is also third in scori~g and second in shooting percentage behind Gerald 
Jones. 
Cotton was· named all-conference at Seminole High School and played on the 
Brevard Comgmnity College team that finished fifth in the nation. He said the 
biggest moment on his basketball ca.reer was in the Junior College national 
championship tournament when he pulled down 20 rebounds. 
As a physical education major, Cotton has an eye towards playing professional-n . 
basketball. "I probably don't have the best chance of making the pros," he co~~ir 
cedes, but if I get a shot, I think I can make it." He feels his alI-around ability ,at 
especially his defensive talents wil} catch the eye of the pro scouts. 
That conference schedule begins Jan. 21 in Lakeland against Florida Southern. 
Wrestling champs ·visit UCF 
On Jan. 9, the Central Florida 
Wrestling Club held an exhibition 
against the Japanese National High 
School Wrestling Champions. 
The exhibition started with the 
playing of the Japanese and the United 
States anthem. After a brief introduc-
tion, there was an , exchange of gifts 
ceremony between the two teams. 
Out of nine matches, only one UCF 
contender, 123-lb Robert Wimberly, 
was able to place us on the scoreboard. 
He won with individual points of 19-1. 
The reason UCF's team fared so bad 
is every other wrestling team in the 
world wrestles "International Style," 
more commonly known as "freestyle." 
The United States and UCF par-
ticularly, ·does not have much ex-
perience in this style. Wrestlers have 
to practice to be able to compete jn the 
faster-paced style. In "freestyle,'' 
there is a lack of control, with most 
points being scored for takedowns and 
pins. There is no riding or stalling 
your opponent, and the third stalling 
warning-results in disqualification. 
Wimberly has II!uch practice in the 
free style wrestling . 
.. 
UCF hosts ultimate 
frisbee tournament 
by Patti Linzy 
staff writer 
UCF's Ultimate Frisbee Club came 
·behind to edge the University of 
Florida 21-20 before falling to 
Sarasota 18-10 in an Ultimate Frisbee 
Tournament h~ld last Saturday on the 
soccer field. 
In compliance with Ultimate Frisbee 
regulations, there was no "winner". in 
the event. Various teams take turns 
hosting tournaments. An overall win-
ner, based on a point system, is then 
determined at the close of the season. 
Sarasota boasting two national 
champion players, captured two wins 
as did the University of South Florida . 
UCF split its two games, while UF and 
Bn;ward Community College each suf-
fered two losses. 
The Knights' matchup against UF 
was an intense ·one, with ..the game 
going to the maximum 21 points. An 
average game consists of 18 points and 
a team must win by two points . 
However, . 21 is the highest score 
possible, regardless of the two-point 
factor. 
UCF's squad is made up primarily of 
students and receives some funding 
from the school. . Club President Jeff 
Dodds says he is "hoping someday for 
a total student team." 
The club practices at night using 
tennis court lights and has won two 
trips in the last two years. One of these 
was an invitation to the National 
Tournament\held at the University of 
Massachusetts in 197 8 and the most 
recent was to Penn State last May. 
Men's,tennis opens 
season with. victory 
by Jim Ames 
staff writer 
. The UCF men's tennis team opened the 1980 seasen by rolling over Indiana 
Unive:r;sity, 9-0. - 1 
Coach Henry Brandon's netters had little trouble cruising to victory, as only two 
opponents in the contest won more than five games in a match. 
Team captain Tom Lucci was victorious with scores of 6-2, 6-3 at fi;st singles. 
At second singles, Kyle Langill, a sophomore transfer student from Seminole 
Community College, is a recent addition to the Knight squad. Langill showed that 
he is a strong addition as he ripped his foe with scores of 6-0, 6-0. 
Brandon spoke of Langill as, "a .very talented singles player, but an even more 
talented doubles_- p~ayer. He ma1<es · our .. team 'that m~ch tougher to beat." 
Dave Stauble was also a winner in the Indiana match with scores of 6-1, 6-2 at 
third singles. Eddie Krass followed with a win at the fourth slot with match scores 
of 7-5, 6-4. 
Chappell and Chafe, who had a combined fall season record of 14-2, should 
prove to be very solid, performers this season, Brandon said. 
Tom Lucci, who also had a respectable fall season (6-2) highlighted by two wins 
over a junior college All-American, says he feels the freshmen's 9onsistency and the 
recent addition of Langill to the team might make the Knights a squad to be 
reckoned with on the national level once again. Lucci says Langill's addition, 
"really strengthens our lineup ,., we're a much stronger team than last year." 
The Knights finished tied for fourth in the nation among Division H schools in 
the finals held in San Diego last year.· . 
The Knight's season slate includes SEC teams Kentucky and Mississippi, 
Maryland from the ACC, and Columbia from the Ivy league. 
UCF also will face instate foes Flagler, Florida Atlantic, Florida International, 
Florida Southern,'Jacksonville, South Florida, Tampa, and Rollins . 
The Knight's will host the 1980 Sunshine state Conference Tournament Feb. 
14-15. 
. ENERGY. 
We .can't afford to waste it. 
INFORMATION BOOTH 
STUDENT UNION 
. JANUARY 21-22, 1980 
PEACE CORPS FILM 
"THE TOUGHEST JOB 
YOU'LL EVER LOVE" 
JANUARY 21, 1980 
3:00 p.m. 
INTEAVl~WS: 
STUDENT UNION f 
Info Booth . ~ 
Call, toll-free: 
l-800-241-38 G~ 
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Neil DeAngeles of UCF's Frisbee Club during their Jan. 12 tour-
nament in which the Knights came from behind to beat University of 
Florida, 21-20. _ 
'New recruit aids 
Lady Knights, 
by Patti Linzy 
1taff writer 
Sparked by new recruit Meg Fahey, 
the UCF women's basketball team im-
. proved its record to 9-4 last week, slip-
ping by Yale University 79-18 and 
downing Miami Dade Community 
College-South 67-60. 
Fahey, a freshman transfer this 
quarter from Auburn University, 
pumped in 14 points against Yale and 
led all UCF scorers against Dade-South 
with 20. According to Coach Nancy 
Sirmons, Fahey is "a big asset to the 
team. She is a very good, stable player, 
/and she adds balance, depth and 
strength to the team.,, 
The game against Dade-South was 
not as close as the score indicated, as 
UCF held a· commanding 48-20 lead at 
halftime. In the second half, Sirmons 
began substitu.ting and turned to more 
of a -control game to work on various 
weaknesses. As a result, every player 
on the team got on the scoreboard. 
"I took the game momentilm away 
team, because the score was so lop-
sided. And that is the last time we will 
do that," said Sirmons. 
The Lady Knights also led defending 
Ivy .League champion Yale at the half 
43-35 and managed to hold off a last 
minute ·rally to secure victory. 
Sophomore Cin~y Frank topped all 
scorers -with 21 points, while Dale 
. Zimmerman bucketed 13 and Sonya 
Manley pumped in 11. 
UCF will take to the road next week 
for three games and Flagler Tour-
nament, before returning home to face 
St. Leo on Jan. 29 and Flagler on Jan. 
31. 
E * 1 United Paree• Service 
·~ 
NEEDS PARt-TIME LOADE~S AND UIYJ;.OADERS 
.TO DO HARD PHYSICAL WORK . 
. -· r . 
EXCELLENT PAY EXCEi.LENT BENEFl~S 
._~arting pay $6.29 ·-
per hour with set pay 
increa-Se$ _to . $8. 91 an 




Paid Hospitilization, 'Dental, 
· and Vision ~erage 
Profit-Sharing plan 
Monday-Friday work week 
MUST BE ABLE TO WORK ONE OF THESE SHIF-TS . 
· . 11:30pm-2:30~m .. 5:30 am-8:30 am . 6:00 .pm-9:00-pni 
-APPLY IN P~RSON 
At l 0:00 am the l st and iast Thursday· of the month. 
No phone calls, please. Please bring complete work history. 6131 
Anno Ave., Pine Castle. ·Aneq~nity-employ~rM/F 
' ,,. 
i 
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University searches for new legal counsel' 
by Diane Taylor - pre~iously employed. part-time because frequently got requests for informal The se~rch com~itte~ is looking for 
atatt_wrtter ~f .~1s own la.w pract1ce. legal information. When the position a . full-time. umvers1t!" attorney 
The search is now underway for a The president (Colbourn) wanted a of uni~ersity attorney was created in without a pnvate practice so that he 
new, full-time university attorney. full-time state-salaried employee, 197 l, Mahaffey walked into the job. can-devote all of his time to the univer-
Dr. Frank Juge, chairman of the bec.ause of the universi~·~ growth, Two years ago an associate Univer- sity. , . . . . . 
search committee, said it would be a which would have meant glivmg up my sity Attorney was hired on a part-time The attorney s respons1b1lities will 
month before the committee invited practice. lt was kind of a fork in the basis (Ofelia Galindo) and she is still include advising the president on con-
applicants for interviews. road for me, and I put abt of thought at th; university. tract matters , copyright information 
"We received approximately 40 ap- into my decision," said Mahaffey. According to Mahaffey, "there are and problems, as well as "legal preven-
plications which we are still reviewing "We struck a bargain though. I will no ill feelings at all. I was asked to tive maintenance." said Juge. "The at-
and getting information on. In about a continue to represent the university on remain full time, but the long-range torney.will advise necessa_ry changes in 
month, after we narrow the applicants a retainer basis from my downtown of- advantages are probably better down- present methods. and avoidJoreseeable 
down, we stifl invite four or five on fice ," he said. town." problems." 
campus." Mahaffey, under contract to do lit- l"Fi~-~~5~~~~~Q~rniiil 
Jack Mahaffey, former university at- tigation , has been with the university ID 
torney, is being .kept on a retainer basis since it first opened its doors. Initially, ,m~ 
1until the position is lilled. He was he taught business law courses, and m 
Correction I Im 
In the UCF relea~e dated January 3, 1980, entitled "UCF ENROLLMENTS 
CLIMB: JOB MARKET BRIGHTENS" it was noted applications for the winter 
quarter have increased 75 percent over the same period last year. The percentage m1 A Christian Fellowship m 
sii?uld have read 7. 5 percent. . m 0 pen T 0 Al r:- ·I 
Don't m Mon.-4pm-Discussion I 
Gamble on Burglary I and Fell6wship-SOL 
628-0405 I mwed-Boni-Devotionol . I 
SECURE YOUR HOME! !:!!:!I I Br~okfost-Knight Room, ~ Toll Free 800-432-5249 
Physician Managed 
Established 1973 
ANGEL FLIGHT RUSH 
Come and Bring a Friend 
Masters tCove Clubhouse 
Friday, January 18 
From 7. to 8:30 p. m. 
For more information call x 2659 
between 1 and 2 today 
• i c 
436 
.. ._ ___ _.g 
~ 'I 'Friday 4pmNolleybol/ I 
ucF f I Special Projects and Retreats 11 
. lnfo.·Rev. Bob Glhb~ I 
x2468VC 132 
e• ~---m~em 
Hughes is news 
We make engineering and scientific history year after 
year. Like 197 6, when five Hughes-developed satellites 
went into orbit. 
- If you come to work with us, we'll both make news In 
your home-town paper. 
Help Hughes Aircraft Company make news. And 
electronic miracles. And history. (And no airplanes.) 
Ask your placement office when Hughes recruiters will be ' 
on campus . 
r------------------, 
I I 
i HUG·HES i 
I I 
L----------------- - ~ Creating a new world with electronics 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F 
. WE"RE tlOT 
.. THEOnLY 
BAnK 1n Town. 
CONGRA lULATIONS 
SOWE 
DOn"T ACT AS IF 
Wl!WERE. 
• Barnett is the bank that . 
wants your business for a lifetime.· 
·That's why we try to treat ,you better day by day. · 
Come visit .us at our new Goldenrod office, 
7605 Aloma Avenue, or at any of our offices 
in this area. And, see. how a ha~ operates when 
· it treats all its-customers like a half-million bucks. 
New Brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha 
We Are Extremely PROUD 
of you!! 
rs============:s'='='====='.='='='=====:,,,,,,,,,,P'A'RTY==================:=============s=============s============~11 
~ . ~ 
~~~~ The $TUDENT FINANCE ASSOCIAl'ION :~~~ 
i~~~elcomes all Finance, Economics, and General§.~ 
!~~~ Business Majors to our RUSH PARTY :~~~ 
.:1.:1.:~.:1 OAKWOOD WILLAGE APARTMENTS .:: .::.:~::. Between UCF Blvd. & Aloma on 15-A Goldenrod Road 
JANUARY 24th 8:00 p.m. 
Come and Meet us and find out what we can do for you 
$ BEER SNACKS POOL TABLE $ 
r. 
